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Elixir offers Ultimate Bundle - Releases 3 New RapidWeaver Themes
Published on 09/07/09
Elixir today is happy to announce three brand new RapidWeaver theme and a 5 day only
Ultimate Bundle promotion. The Ultimate Bundle includes all of Elixir's themes, including
their latest theme offerings that are being released along side this bundle. The three new
themes are fresh and stylish looking, perfect for a small business site, personal
portfolio, blog, and so much more. Elixir has also partnered with Realmac Software,
YourHead Software and RWClassroom to bring you lots of extras.
Orlando, FL - Elixir today is happy to announce three new RapidWeaver themes and an
Ultimate Bundle promotion. The Ultimate Bundle includes all of Elixir's themes, a value
topping $320, for only $52.95 for a limited time. The Ultimate Bundle includes their
latest themes that are being released along side this bundle.
Save a bundle!
The Ultimate Bundle will be offered for 5 days only. It includes every theme offer for
sale by elixir, including our new releases that came out on Monday (for more information
read below). For the next five days you'll be able to purchase them all for only $52.95.
We won't be offering this deal again for a long time. So if you're purchasing in getting
it, don't hesitate.
In addition to our Ultimate Bundle we've also create a couple of smaller bundles for those
who are looking for more specific styles of themes: the Business Bundle and the Blogging
Bundle. Each of these packages are also on sale for the same period of time as Ultimate
Bundle's sale.
Say hello ...
Now that you know about elixir's 'little sale,' we'd like to introduce you to their latest
RapidWeaver themes - Pinwheel, Potion and Mini.
Their Pinwheel theme is a great design for developing a business webpage, portfolio and
more. It has a very polished look and feel, and is easily customized to fit your needs.
Potion and Mini are both geared toward bloggers and those looking to create more personal
sites, portfolios, and such. As always though, elixir's themes are highly customizable and
the type of site you create is only limited by your imagination!
All three of these new themes are included in the aforementioned Ultimate Bundle sale as
well! There is a lot to say about each theme. All of the details are located on their
individual product pages, along with live site previews and walk-thru videos. Check them
all out and see which one fits your style, tastes and project.
But wait, there's more!
In addition to all of the great new themes, as well as the new, steeply discounted
bundles, elixir has partnered with YourHead Software and RWClassroom to bring you some
other really great deals! When you purchase the Ultimate Bundle this week you'll get a PDF
containing discount codes for the following. These deals end when the countdown timer on
elixir's Ultimate Bundle page ends too, so don't dilly-dally:
* A coupon code to receive 25% off of YourHead's Stacks plug-in for RapidWeaver. Stacks is
truly a must-have plug-in for any RapidWeaver user!
* YourHead has also given us two free copies of Stacks to give away at the end of the week
to two lucky, randomly chosen, Ultimate Bundle purchasers! If you buy the Ultimate Bundle
this week one of them could be yours!
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* A discount code for use at RWClassroom to receive 25% off their any of their
subscription options!
Where icing meets cake
And when you didn't think it could get any better, it does! Elixir has also partnered with
Realmac Software to provide some really sweet giveaways! At the end of the week, when the
countdown timer has run out, we will choose two lucky Ultimate Bundle customers to receive
a free Little Snapper registration as well as a Pro accounts on Ember! The giveaways will
be chosen at random from those who purchase the Ultimate Bundle during this week's give
away.
elixir graphics:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com
Ultimate Bundle:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com/themes/ultimatebundle
Pinwheel Theme:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com/themes/pinwheel
Potion Theme:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com/themes/potion
Mini Theme:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com/themes/mini
Ultimate Bundle Icon:
http://elixirgraphics.com/img/icon_ultimate.png

Elixir is a graphics company located in sunny Orlando, Fl. Elixir consists of a staff of,
well, just one. Adam Shiver. Adam is a self-taught designer with over 10 years of
professional experience. He has created a variety of award-winning media during his
career, including website design, newspaper graphics and layout, icons, online graphics
and other print projects. Adam loves coffee and episodes of The Office. If you really want
to bribe him, you can get him Amazing Spider-Man comics or something Apple. RapidWeaver,
and the RapidWeaver logo are trademarks of Realmac Software Limited.
###
Adam Shiver
Owner
407-808-4244
adam@elixirgraphics.com
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